
Brand new renovated finca style villa for sale in Can Furnet

Price: 2.850.000 €

GENERAL INFORMATION

Category: Villas, Finca
Location: Ibiza Area: Can Furnet
N. Bedroom: 5 N. Bathroom: 7
M2 Property: 750 M2 Inside: m2

DESCRIPTION

This newly Renovated Country style villa has been completed this year. The wonderful villa is
located on a hill in the sheltered Can Furnet area and is surrounded by a forest of mature green
trees. The plot is a total of 750m2 and the house has an area of 458m2. The villa is built on three
floors and offers five en suite bedrooms and seven bathrooms.

On the lower floor there are a total of three double bedrooms with en suite bathrooms, one of which
is more spacious and which also has a walk-in closet.

On the first and top floor you have the main entrance with its large lobby entrance. There is a
bedroom with a private bathroom and a private terrace. There are also two other en suite
bathrooms. This floor contains a living room built on an open concept floor. There is the living room
with beautiful views of the sea, the valley and Ibiza town. From there you have access to the entire
terrace, which is fenced in glass so as not to block the view. The kitchen is still undeveloped so the
new owners can design it and chose their dream kitchen. There is also a guest toilet on this floor.

On the top floor there is the fifth bedroom with en suite bathroom with a spectacular view.

The villa is very bright and has many windows that let in all the natural light. There is also a studio
with a separate entrance for the staff. The villa is equipped with elevator, air conditioning and
heating system, an alarm system is installed, a separate laundry room and a garage for 2 cars
indoors.
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The outdoor area has a beautiful pool with a fantastic open view of the valley and the sea. There is
also a terrace that is large enough to set it up with nice sun loungers and long chairs. There is an
extra terrace overlooking the valley than can be used as a dining area. This terrace is already
equipped with an outdoor stone barbecue.

This fantastic villa is ready to move in and offers you a perfect life in Ibiza!
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